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Abstract-Adoption of Battery EVs is growing at a significant pace due to the push for clean energy, favourable 

government policies and advances in technologies such as batteries, and automotive electronics. To ensure Battery EVs 

are safe and reliable, wired and wireless Battery Monitoring Systems (BMS) should identify and flag hazardous 

conditions within the battery pack. BMS components shall meet ASIL D safety requirements, and this demands 

significant safety analysis. In this paper, we will discuss the strategy adopted to validate the FMEDA safety analysis using 

Fault Injection. We will also present the inhouse fault campaign framework based on the EDA partner’s FuSa solution, to 

ease its adoption. Further, we will present the flow and results to showcase how we are achieving the required target 

hardware metrics. We will end with detailing the flow used to reduce and achieve closure on the significant number of 

unclassified fault nodes. 

 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

ISO 26262 is the de facto standard for Functional Safety (FuSa) in automotive E/E Systems. It is designed to 

eliminate any unacceptable risk to human life. It provides a FuSa development process for the entire automotive 

supply chain including OEMs and their suppliers. It also provides an automotive-specific approach for determining 

risk classes known as Automotive Safety Integrity Levels (ASIL). Battery Management Systems (BMS) shall have 

components to mitigate concerns such as data authenticity, integrity, timeliness etc in the network to guarantee a 

tolerable level of risk. It is required to demonstrate that more than one of the components, as well as the entire 

system, can support safety applications rated for ASIL D. 

II.   STRATEGY, CHALLENGES AND SOLUTION 

ASIL D is the strictest level and demands SPFM of ≥ 99%, LFM of ≥ 90% and PMHF of < 10 FIT. In this paper, 

we will discuss the strategy adopted to achieve ASIL D requirements of the BMS component and the challenges 

faced in the process and the solutions for the same. 
TABLE I 

HARDWARE SAFETY METRIC REQUIREMENTS  

 
A. FMEDA Validation Through FI 

Failure Modes Effects and Diagnostics Analysis (FMEDA) is a systematic analysis technique to obtain failure 

rates, failure modes and diagnostic capabilities. A key metric that the DV team is responsible to validate is the 

Diagnostic Coverage (DC), which eventually ties up to the metrics such as SPFM and LFM. 

ISO 26262 recommends fault injection as a method for  

• Supporting the evaluation of the hardware architectural metrics 

o Evaluating the DC of a safety Mechanism (SM) 



 
 

 

o Evaluating the diagnostic time interval and the fault reaction time interval 

o Confirming the fault effect 

• Supporting the pre-silicon verification of an SM concerning its requirements, including its capability to 

detect faults and control their effect (fault reaction) 

 

B. Fault Injection Campaign using FCM 

Fault injection typically includes injection of fault to simulate permanent and transient faults. The traditional 

approach would be reusing the DV environment and injecting the fault in a node by means of forcing via TCL and 

repeating the processing for tens of thousands of nodes. This requires the development of custom regression and 

data extraction scripts. This is a highly ineffective, time-consuming and human-resource intensive approach with a 

high chance of systematic errors.  

The straightforward solution is to adopt any industry standard Fault Campaign Manager (FCM) based solution 

such as Cadence® FuSa solution (vManager™ Safety, Xcelium™ Safety, and Jasper™ Safety) for FuSa 

Verification. Figure 1 highlights the advantages of using the FCM flow over the traditional approach. 

 

Figure 1. Comparing Traditional Fault Injection Flow  

and FCM based Fault Injection Flow 

ADI’s methodology team has developed the Fault Campaign Framework (FCF) which is a unified framework 

based on Cadence® FuSa solution and ADI’s DV ecosystem, to enable quick turn-around, enable reuse of the FCM 

setup and ensure consistency across all FuSa projects. It includes all the required FCM setup files, config files and 

auxiliary scripts. It further includes a ready-to-run example for FCM flow exploration. 

As shown in Figure 2, FCF is a result of close collaboration between the ADI methodology team, Product Lines 

and EDA partners and incorporates industry learnings. This has significantly reduced the fault campaign setup time, 

setup debug issues and ensured consistency across all FuSa projects in ADI and enabled smoother provision to 

deploy new methodologies. 

 

Figure 2. ADI’s Fault Campaign Framework 



 
 

 

The flow chart shown in Figure 3 summarizes the complete flow from identifying a fault campaign for a specific 

FM of a subpart from FMEDA (with estimated DC) to annotating back the achieved DC. 

 

Figure 3. Digital Fault Injection Flow using FCM 

C. Achieving Target Diagnostic Coverage 

The flow chart in Figure 4 summarizes the flow followed to fine-tune the fault campaign to meet the target DC, 

this is followed by results from a critical sub-part/block. This process had to be repeated for all fault campaigns. 

Meeting high DC for each of the FM with its associated SM to meet the stringent ASIL D SPFM, and LFM 

requirements was extremely challenging. 

 
Figure 4. Flow to improve Diagnostic Coverage 

 

Analyzing faults in GL netlist is a challenging task due to the tool-generated random naming of nodes. In this 

project following approach was used for the analysis which improves the quality and efficiency. 

Phase-1: Debug with good simulation waveform 

1. Dump waveform of a good simulation by re-running the good simulation step of FCM flow. 



 
 

 

2. Open the generated waveform in graphical waveform debugging tool, search the fault node of interest and 

send it to the schematic tracer. 

3. Trace its loads to the closest flop or signal whose behavior is identifiable based on the signal name. 

a. Tracing the fault node to the nearest flop or signal whose behavior is identifiable simplifies the 

analysis of the functional effect of a fault on the node under consideration 

b. Now analyze the path between the fault node and the traced signal to understand what 

configuration(s) along with this fault can affect the nearest flop or signal that eventually affects 

functionality. 

4. If tracing loads leads to large fan-outs, then trace its drivers to its closest flop or signal whose behavior is 

identifiable based on the signal name. 

5. In a netlist, a traced nearest flop by the above methods may be affected by multiple functional 

configurations of the design. Figure-out which function(s) uses this fault path and further analyze 

configuration(s) that effect these functions when this fault is set. 

6. Finally, check if all the derived fault conditions have SMs associated with them and if these SMs have been 

implemented in the test suite. If all SMs are implemented then we have a genuine safety violation (DU). 

Otherwise missed SM(s) have to be implemented in the test and the campaign has to be re-run with the 

modified test. 

Phase-2: Debug with fault simulation waveform 

1. If the Phase-1 turns out to be difficult then dump waveform for the node of interest by re-running the test in 

fault simualtion step of the FCM flow. 

2. Open the generated waveform in graphical waveform debugging tool, search the functional strobe on which 

the fault is detected and send it to the schematic tracer. 

3. Trace the signals from functional strobe and compare it with good simulation waves to understand how 

fault propagated to the functional strobe. 

a. This helps in understanding effect of this fault on the functional strobe. 

b. Then analyze why this fault effect is not seen on checker strobe (SM) and take corrective action. 

Using the approach listed above the DC boosted from 90% to 99%. Figure 5 summarizes the iterations, with the 

details, that were necessary to improve the DC. This DC was with ~47% unclassified faults, which are reduced with 

the methods discussed in the next section. 

 

 

Figure 5. Results showing improvement in Diagnostic Coverage 

D. Gaining Confidence in Achieved DC 

Meeting the target DC for a specific FM is not enough if there are a considerable number of unclassified (UU) 

faults from the fault campaign. Without a thorough analysis of these UU fault nodes, it is extremely risky to sign off 



 
 

 

on DC. It is possible with appropriate stimulus these nodes could become dangerous and if the SM fails to detect 

them, it could lead to safety vulnerability. Hence, we have come up with flow and methods to get the UU nodes 

classified with fault simulation and/or formal analysis. Further, the remaining smaller subset is subjected to expert 

judgement taking FSE into confidence.  

 

Figure 6. Flow to improve Diagnostic Coverage 

 

Reclassifying the Unclassified fault list using formal based structural analysis 

Formal based Structural analysis app is used with appropriate inputs to re-classify the unclassified faults as 

“Safe”. 

1. If an input of a block or sub-block is non-functional (DFT/Scan), then 

a. Supply the “Functional Mode” value as a constraint (assume) to the formal based structural 

analysis tool and run the campaign till the structural analysis step in FCM. 

b. If a fault is found to be structural safe with the constraints, then FCM categorizes these as “Safe”. 

i. Example: scan_enable input is always 0 in functional mode. If its value is constrained to 

0, the tool will categorize all the faults in paths from this input to different flops SE port 

that results in value 0 at SE port as “Safe”. 

ii. The tool can also categorize all faults (SA0 and SA1) that exclusively drive SI (scan 

input) of different flops as “Safe”. 

iii. Figure 7 shows a dummy design to demonstrate the impact of constraints on the structural 

analysis 

 
Figure 7. Impact of input constraints on the structural analysis 



 
 

 

2. If a signal is not used in functional mode and is in the COI of any functional strobe, then 

a. Place a stopat (breakpoint) on this signal which will block the fault propagating through this 

signal to the functional strobe. 

b. FCM categorizes all faults (SA0 and SA1) that are exclusively driving this signal as “Safe”. 

i. Example: DFT status register is not read in functional mode, but this register and faults 

which only drive this register are under COI of the functional strobe. As these nodes are 

not active in the functional mode they are classified as “Safe” by the tool. 

ii. Figure 8 shows a dummy design to demonstrate the impact of “stopat” on the structural 

analysis 

 

Figure 8. Impact of “stopat” input on the structural analysis 

Reclassifying the Unclassified fault list using formal based safety verification 

Formal Safety Verification app is used to re-classify the remaining faults as “Safe” or “Dangerous”. Tools also 

help to identify stimuli necessary to further classify dangerous faults as DD or DU. 

1. Formal Safety Verification app auto generates the possible cover properties to cover all possible stimuli for 

all faults in a design w.r.t. functional strobes. 

2. While proving the auto the generated properties tool can either classify fault as 

a. Safe - No propagation to the functional strobes with all possible input stimuli. 

b. Dangerous - Fault propagates to one or more functional strobes. 

3. If a fault is “Dangerous” then there is a provision on the tools to visually show the input combinations 

(stimuli) leading the fault to be classified as “Dangerous” 

a. The campaign is rerun for the unclassified nodes with the new test (with the stimuli identified 

above) to classify fault as DD/DU. 

b. It is necessary to constrain the tool as appropriate to avoid the generation of cover properties for 

invalid input combinations. 

 

Using the approach listed above the DC boosted from 99.83% to 99.9% Safe faults increased from 1.3% to 

10.6% while the Unclassified faults dropped from 47% to 2%. Figure 5 summarizes the iterations, with the 

details, that were necessary to improve the confidence in DC by significantly reducing the unclassified faults. 

Overall 96% reduction in unclassified faults is achieved. 

 



 
 

 

 

Figure 9. Results show a reduction in UU and  

increasing confidence in Diagnostic Coverage 

IV.   SUMMARY 

FuSa verification and validation is a key requirement for all safety-critical automotive electronics. Early TTM 

being a critical factor, it is important to adopt methodologies that enable this. FuSa cannot be an afterthought and 

must be planned in the project planning phase, this includes identifying the FuSa requirements, strategy, 

methodologies, resources, skillset etc. Close engagement between Product teams, Methodology teams and EDA 

vendors is equally critical as tools, methods and technique are evolving at a rapid pace. Advanced methodologies 

such as Concurrent fault simulation, Fault simulation run time optimization, and Formal based structural analysis 

and fault pruning are deployed in this project to validate the FMEDA and support the ASIL D safety case. This 

strategy is generic enough to be adopted in any FuSa project. Overall 99.9% DC was verified with less than 2% 

unclassified faults which were made possible by a 96% reduction in unclassified faults. 
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